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INTRODUCTION
Throughout human history, societies all over the world have expected women to
conform to idealized standards ofbeauty and behavior. These external pressures have
been internalized bywomen who look at themselves and question their own beauty and
femininity.
The power of the socially constructed ideal is so strong that women often feel they
must conform to a standard ofbeauty similar to that used to mass manufacture
"Barbie"
dolls. Deviation is defined as failure. The standards of ideal beautywork like straight
jackets to containwomen's selfexpression and narrowly confine their self images to a
limited model.
Through mywork inmetal, stone, and clay, I explored multiple variations on a
theme to deconstruct the very idea of a single standard ofbeauty. The path that I
followed brought me to different resolutions at different stages of the creation process.
Throughout the process, the idea to create visually the feeling ofcontainment was a
constant. As women are gazed upon with eyes that seek uniformity, so does mywork
look superficially uniform. Yet, as women are truly different in body, mind, and soul, my
pieces depict individual variations.
There has been a stigma attached to the word, feminist. Men and women refuse to
hearwhat is being said. The goal ofmywork is not to preach radical feminist theory, but
to explain the struggles I face as a woman.
The reality, however, is that women are still treated as "beautiful" objects. Even in
the era ofpolitical correctness, women are judged on their aesthetic rather than their
intellectual value. Ifthis were not the reality, Playboymagazine could omit the
photographs of the nude models and just have the good articles.
I understand therewill be individualswho do not want to hearmy voice in art. I
accept this. Furthermore, when viewers come to look at my artwork, I prefer that they
come with clean palates. In our Postmodern art era, the viewer has had to digest
enormous amounts of theory and
"deep"
meaning. I wish that my viewer may be able to
enjoy good artwork and extract information as well as theory, instead ofbeing force fed
information that might not have any significance to them.
It is too easy to pass offmediocre artwork and say, "to appreciate it, you must
understand the vision of the
artist." The real challenge is creating good artwork that can
give everyone pleasure, regardless ofits concept and vision. As an artist, it is my
responsibility to create quality artwork that I can support.
THE IDEA
Womanliness, therefore, could be assumed and worn as a mask,
both to hide the possession ofmasculinity and to avert the reprisals
expected if she were found to possess itmuch as a thiefwill turn
out his pockets and ask to be searched to prove that he has not
stolen goods. The reader may ask how I define womanliness or
where I draw the line between genuine womanliness and the
"masquerade."
My suggestion is not, however, that there is any
such difference: whether radical or superficial, they are the same
thing.1
My thesis work is intended to combine concept and craftsmanship. The aesthetic
approach I used for the actual work was minimalism. I wanted the viewer to enjoy good
design and visual stimulation. Ifviewers did not or would not accept the concept, they
could at least enjoy the work for its aesthetic value.
The idea for thework stemmed from personal experiences I have encountered as a
woman. The notion that women need to look and act in a certain way to be accepted into
society seems ludicrous to me. It is not only physically and mentally confining, it is also
harmful to women. The end result usuallymeans jeopardizing the body. We act like
foreigners attempting to assimilate into a hostile culture, with our bodies continually
threatening to betray our differences. Each ofus who seeks the rights ofcitizenship
through acceptable femininity shares a secret with all who attempt to pass: my
undisguised self is unacceptable, I am not what I seem. To pass successfully is to be
momentarily wrapped in the protective cover of
conformity.2
1 Joan Riviere, "Womanliness as
Masquerade," Inside the Visible ed. Catherine de Zegher (Massachusetts: MTT
Press, 1996), 1.
2
Wendy Chapkis, "Changing
Landscapes," Women. Images andRealities eds. AmyKesselman, LilyD. McNair, and
Nancy Schiend (California: Mayfield, 1995), 93.
Women are pressured to conform to a standard ofbeauty that is unattainable. Our
society encourages women to question their own beauty and strive for something that
appears to be much more beautiful, rather than accept themselves as they are. Women feel
immense pressure to conform, to remodel their bodieswith endless strings ofdiet plans
and exercise regimens or to hide themselves in shame and self loathing.3 Women are
taught to feel shameful about their bodies, even if they are
"perfect" in figure. This is how
society controls women.
Exhalted by poets, painters, and sculptors, the female body, often reduced to its
isolated parts, has been mankind's most popular subject for adoration andmyth, and also
for judgment, ridicule, esthetic alteration, and violent abuse.4Isolated body parts are often
used to contain women. Instead of looking at themselves as wholes, women are forced to
inspect every inch of their bodies. As if they are machines, women feel that ifparts of
their bodies are not functioning up to standard, they must fix them. Often fixing the parts
means mutilating the whole.
When Kenneth Clark speaks ofoval shaped breasts from the Gothic ideal, he
describes them as "distressingly
small."5He passed judgment on historical documentation;
this stems from his own bias ofwhat the ideal should look like. By early 1990, more than
two million American women had succumbed to breast implants, usually for aesthetic
value only. The breast augmentation business now grosses $450 million a year.6
3
Judy Siebecker, "Women's Oppression andObsession with
Thinness," Women. Images andRealities eds. Amy
Kesselman, Lily D. McNair, andNancy Schiedewind (California: Mayfield, 1995), 104.
4 SusanBrownmiller, Femininity (New York: Linden Press, 1984), 27.
5 Kenneth Clark, TheNude (New Jersey: PrincetonUniversity Press, 1956), 312.
6 AndrewKimberly, "Body
Wars," Utne Reader.May / June 1992, 52-64.
Furthermore, breasts, hips, stomach, and thighs, the familiar places where fat cells
collect, do not necessarily expand in uniform proportion. Nearly every civilization has
sought to impose a uniform shape upon the female body, a feminine aesthetic that usually
denies solidity by rearranging, accentuating, or drastically reducing some portion of the
female anatomy or some natural expression of
flesh.7 Women have had to endure painful
devices that have often immobilized their movements and ways of life.
In our country, women have undergone constricting corsets that contained the
body. Women have suffered from shortness ofbreath, often causing fainting spells, which
were accepted as wonderful feminine behaviors. They made women appear fragile and
dependent on a man's support. Women also suffered, as the result, ofbeing constricted by
corsets which were often placed on young girls whose bodies were still growing. In turn,
their bodies became dependent on the corset for support.
In China, women suffered through foot binding. Small feet were coveted by the
Chinese; they symbolized wealth and femininity. After years ofhaving the foot bound, the
foot would begin to grow into itself and become a mass ofuseless tissue and bones. Yet,
the disfigured, three inch foot was compared to a lotus blossom. Pruned from childhood,
the tiny foot was said to resemble the lotus, a most revered flower, and with the support
ofa staffor leaning against a husband or servant, the womanwalked like a whisper of
wind through the willows, swaying with each timid
step.8
In society today women still suffer from selfmutilation and use devices to alter
their bodies. We are now in a society that pressures women to adjust and alter their
7 Susan Brownmiller, Femininity (New York: Linden Press, 1984), 33.
8
Brownmiller, 34.
bodies to the trends of fashion. The ultra-thin stylewas in fashion just a couple years ago;
women starved themselves to achieve the look of the day. Ifwomen could not lose
weight fast enough, innovations such as
"control"
top underwearwere marketed. This
underwear implies its title; it controls the stomach and buttocks by forcing a tight material
around the designated body parts, thereby preventing them from protruding. This
constricting underwear can cause severe stomach pain after a couple hours ofwear.
Should pain be acceptable just for the sake of looking good? Some women argue
that they want to look good for themselves, but is the obsession of trying to achieve
unattainable beautyworth self torment? I have not found the answer but can only hope to
make other women and men aware of the agony unattainable beauty causes.
THE WORK AND ITS EVOLUTION
In my thesiswork I not only wanted to explore the idea of the isolated body parts
becoming the Achilles' Heel ofwomen, but also to explore further the idea that one body
part does not make the whole body.
One year ago, when I first started working onmy thesis, I began using the female
body as a symbol. I used the shape of the breast as the signifier for woman. As a woman,
I did not want to perpetuate the "fetishizing" ofthe form. The result was abstracting the
form, extruding only some ofthe qualities of the breast, instead ofusing the literal image.
The silver breast series, ObsessedPerfection (illus. 1) exemplified value ofworth. The
association of silver as a precious commodity combined the ideas ofplacing importance on
a specific body part and objectifying the so-called value of the breast.
At this juncture, the breast formswere representational ofwomen and what was
suppose to be one of their most important features to signify femininity. In the copper
breast series, Bete Noir (illus. 2) the conflict of selfhatred as a result ofbreast implants
becomes displeasing to both eye and touch. In several cases, the silicon breast implants
turn hard and begin to take on the characteristics of rocks. All that is left for the woman
are the physical and mental scarring of surgery. All that is left in the copper breast forms
are the scars, wounds, and emptiness ofdreams for perfection. The empty vessel is no
longer filled with life but is only filled with torment and despair.
The breast forms were a starting point for my thesis work. I originally wanted to
use amore universal form as a symbol for woman and to make the signifier less obvious. I
decided to suggest woman as a geometric volume.
The first series created under this premise included the nipple and hair boxes,
ContainedBeauty (illus. 3) the boxes symbolized reliquaries for women and contained
important evidence to indicate their femininity. The hair boxes embodied actual hair from
my own head. [Every piece ofwork I create becomes a selfportrait] Hair has had a
"long"
history in association with femininity and eroticism. Awoman's act ofunpinning
and letting down her hair is interpreted as a highly erotic gesture: a release of inhibiting
restraints, a sign of sexual readiness whichmay be an enticement or a snare, a frightening
danger, or, in some cases, a possible salvation.9As a child, I remember the prince who
called Rapunzel to let her hair down. Whether this act was a release of inhibitions for
Rapunzel or an act ofhelplessness, I recall wanting long, beautiful hair to "let down". The
hair boxes contain the hair and do not allow inhibitions to be released. Instead, the box
controls the woman and makes herwait for a prince to save her.
The nipple boxes imply the same connotation as the hair boxes, yet I also imagined
some of the nipple boxes to be worn as a pendants. If awoman was unsure ofher
femininity, she could display it on the outside ofher clothing; showing the world that she,
in fact, was a woman.
The ornamentation of the breast forms and the nipple and hair boxes was still too
representational. For my thesis work, I intended to remove any reference to the female
9
Brownmiller, 61.
anatomy and simplify the form. I have usedModernism as a guideline. Removing any
ornamentation, the minimalist aesthetic forces the viewer to appreciate the form for its
intrinsic beauty. The viewer no longer acquires obvious signs and symbols but views the
work for formal elements (shape, color, and composition).
When embarking on my thesis work, I deconstructed the forms that were familiar
to me and constructed a new form under the parameter ofModernism. It was a simple,
pure form that symbolized woman. The formwas void ofornamentation and reduced to
the shape ofa sphere. I chose this shape for its lyrical qualities and its universal
recognition.
The materials used for the forms consisted of: silver, copper, pewter, porcelain,
and stoneware. The formswere all constructed by using similar techniques: forming two
half-bowl forms, then joining them together. This added to the consistency of the forms.
The forms would look superficially uniform when seen together, yet at a closer look, the
differences in each formwould begin to become apparent. As women are truly different in
body, mind, and spirit, so were my forms for women different in shape, color, and texture.
The premise ofmy thesis deals with idealized standards ofbeauty that represent
women. The ideal is always that which is most difficult and unnatural to achieve in a given
time period. Because these ideals are nearly impossible to achieve, failure and
disappointment are inevitable. 10 It was imperative for the forms to have an ideal. I
constructed the ideal form out of a different medium, thereby making it impossible for the
metal and clay forms, regardless of their refinements, ever to achieve it.
10 Elayne A. Saltzberg and Joan C. Chrisler "Beauty is the
Beast," Women, A Feminist Perspective ed. Jo Freedman
(California: Mayfield, 1995), 307.
Marblewas the logical solution. TheAphrodite ofMelos (illus. 4) is considered a
trademark ofbeauty and is often revered as the ideal marble sculpture. My idealized
marble form would be transformed into theAphrodite ofMelos.
The marble formwould be noticeably larger than the other metal and clay forms.
The marble represented everything one envied and longed to become, seemingly perfect
and beautiful. Yet the reality of the marble was superfluous perfection. I chose to hand
carve the marble instead ofusing amachine to carve it. I came as close as I could to a
perfect sphere, but inevitably therewere still flaws.
"Hiding"
the flaws in the marble was easily accomplished. I was able to use a
rough compound. When rubbed over the surface of the marble, this gave the illusion of
perfection. Much thatwe idealize looks from the outside to be perfect, but the hidden
reality usually is not impeccable.
10
MODERNISM AND POSTMODERNISM
In Postmodernism, the direct response to Modernism, the artwork becomes
involved in meaning and carries a responsibility to the viewer to convey social concerns.
Postmodernism rejects the coldness ofModernism. Art critic, John Perreault, stated:
"Presently we need more than silent cubes, blank canvases,
and gleaming white walls. We are sick to death of cold
plazas and monotonous 'curtain walls,'skyscrapers... [as
well as] interiors that are more like empty meat lockers than
rooms to live in."11
I do not thinkwe should disregardModernism that quickly. Although the
machine aesthetic and humanless feel is extreme, there is something to be
said about "less ismore."12
It is the aesthetic ofModernism and the theory ofPostmodernism that I used as
the basis for creating the fullness ofmy artwork. Modernism offers simplicity ofvision
and Postmodernism offers conceptual understanding.
I am clearing my mind of all art nonsense, trying to
accomplish simplicity and purity of vision for Life itself, for
that is more important to me than anything else in my life. I
am trying to return to the earlier conditions ofmy inner life,
and take out experience as it has come to me in the
intervening years that has enriched it. Making something of
it, more than just intellectual diversion.
13
11 H. H. Arnason, History ofModemArt (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1986), 560.
12 Mies van der Roe coined the phrase "less is
more"
when describing his architectural style.
13 Carl Sprinchorn, "Simplicity of
Vision," Theories ofModemArt ed. Herschel B. Chipp (California: University of
California Press, 1968), 530.
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I did not want to burden the viewer withweighty, theoretical concepts. There is a
growing trend in art to force the viewer to understand the point fromwhich the artwork
was conceived. The viewer, in turn, is not allowed to form an opinion of the artwork
other than the opinion the artist wants the viewer to have. The artist has created a soap
box to stand on and preach about concept, concept, concept. This arena tires a viewer
and draws a limited crowd as an audience.
Postmodernist theory denies the importance of the author and privileges the
viewer's point ofview. I wish to attract all viewers to the artwork I create. I do not think
it is appropriate to confine the artwork only to individualswho understand the concept.
The rninimalist aesthetic allows the concept to be "hidden" to those who either cannot or
do not want to see it. Thework can remain on a formal level, or it can ascend to a
conceptual level. Either way, I invite the viewer to decide. The ambivalence is not
because I do not stand behind the concept; it is because I want the viewer to enjoy my
artwork on any level.
12
REPETITION AND MULTIPLICITY
Repetition leading to multiplicity was an important factor inmy thesis work.
Repetition serves as a scaffolding inModernism as well. There is a sense ofdevelopment,
ofprogression through the repeating ofone image after another. It exists in the dessins
animes, that what you cannot say inwords, you try to put in visual terms. You have to
repeat and repeat and repeat it. Otherwise people don't understand what you are talking
about.14
Repetition and multiplicity are associated with modern industrial society. It
represents the social division ofwork and alienation. Repetitive work dominates
individuals, rendering them unable to convey their meaning. Their actions always remain
disarticulated fragments. The universal situation tends to impregnate daily life too,
making it more programmed and mechanical. Thus,
"we"
are frequently unaware ofour
hands and their actions.15I used repetition and multiplicity to make the viewer more
aware ofboth.
My hands were themost important tools in the creation ofmy thesis work. They
acted not only as tools, but also as extensions ofmy mind. My hands became part of the
form. With every form I created, the hand was left in the piece, in both a physical and an
emotional presence. All four hundred of the forms I created represented selfportraits of
my being. Contrary to the premise ofrepetition representing the industrial and mechanical
society, I tried to demonstrate repetition as an understanding ofthe singular self.
14 Louise Bourgeois, Louise Bourgeois. Drawings andObservations (Boston: Bulfinch Press, 1995) 46.
15 Paulo Venancio Filho, "AnnaMaria Maiolino: TheDoingHand," Inside the Visible ed. Catherine de Zegher
(Cambridge: MTT Press, 1996)442.
13
The obsessive nature ofrepeating a single image over and over againmade my
artistic voice speak louder and louderwith each form created. I have had a precarious
time trying to explain the concept ofmywork. I am often uncomfortable talking about my
concept in fear that I will reveal too much ofmy inner self. Repetition allowedme to
speak without using words.
The repetition also led to multiple forms. The individual form is only about three
inches inwidth and height. The form, when standing alone, was too small and
insignificant in presence. When the formwas surrounded by multiple forms, it developed
a powerful existence. However, the beauty of the individual formwas lost.
The sculpture I created represents aspects ofboth the individual and the multiple.
The multiple forms represent one woman and her individual parts and also multiple women
creating a society. When I represent multiple women, they are trying to fit a single
standard ofbeauty and become contained. When I represent one woman, she proves that
thewhole package rather than isolated parts is the true beauty.
14
INSTALLATION
The body ofwork remained a constant; the arrangement ofthe installation evolved
throughout the creation. The evolution is important to the piece, by virtue of the fact that
it is still growing.
When I first developed the concept, the installationwas planned to contain the
groups of forms according to their mediums. The isolated groups would represent the
different types ofwomen, organized to emphasize the differences, whether race, height,
weight, or whatever separate women different from one another. The idealwould be in
the center ofthe groups but on a higher pedestal, so that all the groups could see the ideal
and know it was either something to achieve or something that could never be achieved.
The idea evolved into all the forms on one pedestal, still with the ideal in the
middle but not higher than the rest. The forms would be lined up in a mathematical
sequence, so all the forms would be equally distanced from one another. I would make a
grid that would contain divots for each form to sit in, preventing any rolling out ofplace
that might occur with round forms.
The idea stemmed from the military and the way soldiers line up in a formal stance.
Soldiers in uniform appear all to look the same, even though the assemblage might include
several different men and women. The forms could possess the superficial image when
arranged in sequential order.
After creating so many forms, I realized the pleasing tactile quality of the forms. I
thought it would be interesting to involve the viewer beyond just visual enjoyment. The
15
viewer could interact with the sculpture and physically touch the forms. To involve the
viewer even further, I thought I could manipulate the situation by having the viewer pick
up the forms and arrange or rearrange their positions on the pedestal. The forms would sit
on one large pedestal and not have any conscious arrangement. Louise Bourgeois once
described her sculptures to be socializing with each other.
16 I began to see my forms
interacting with each other and perhaps socializing as well.
I was curious to know if the viewer would unconsciously choose or not choose a
form because of its aesthetic appeal. I wondered if the silver formswould be more
inviting than the blackened clay forms. Would the viewer unconsciously create a hierarchy
amongst the forms? Would the ideal marble form remain untouched so that it would not
become soiled, or would it be touched the most, knowing it was the ideal? Would the
viewer even know if the marble formwas the ideal?
I imagined my forms could exist outside the walls of the gallery. The forms could
be arranged in any pattern, just as long as theywere outdoors, back in the earth. The
materials I used were either mined or dug from the earth and had undergone a series of
processes to refine them, thereby rendering them to be used for sculpture. I decided to
place the forms back into their original environment.
However, for the thesis exhibition I required a format for the gallery. The idea of
the spiral came to mind when I laid out the forms. Although in the physical sense, the
forms had to be inside, the spiral design acted as a bridge to the outside.
16 Louise Bourgeois, Film: "Inside the Visible," NationalMuseum for Women in theArts, 1996.
16
The spiral has many different meanings and has been used in different formats. I
saw the spiral as the means to justify the ideal. The ideal formwould be placed in the
center and all the other forms would spiral out from it in relation to their levels of
perfection.
When I installed the body ofwork in the Bevier Gallery, I placed the forms on
crushed marble creating a pure white surface. The forms sat on the same substance as that
of the ideal form. I carefully laid out the forms, transitioning into each other (illus. 5).
The sculpture became a beautiful object. It was aesthetically appealing. It followed the
format ofModernism and also hinted at Postmodern concerns.
The arrangement fit the gallery and my state ofmind at that moment. The
installationwill continue to evolve depending on the environment. The organization of
forms at the Bevier Gallerywas a stepping stone for things to come. As I grow, as my
viewers grow, so will the sculpture grow.
17
CONCLUSION
My hands work
I weave with threads ofhope
inmy shriek together dwell pleasure
pain
the call of the children
my paradigm is Antigone in her fraternal love
compassion accompanies me
my sex is an abstraction
a vacuum
I feel thewalls ofmy hollow in the presence of the other
multiplying in spirals of ecstasy
my handswork
the wash
they cook
they knead bread
I mold clay
and withmy eyes I read philosophy
I like poetry
frightened am I by technology
18
politics
the dominion of intolerance
greed frightens me
after all, why such haste?
and thou emphasize the difference so much?
for I am in thee
and thou art
me17
I chose to end my thesis with the poem by Anna MariaMaiolino. Her words
reflect the experiences and feelings I have experienced in the creation of the body ofwork
that became my thesis.
It is uncomfortable to bare the self in a public domain. I have had to step away
from mywork and let it rest in the hands of the viewer. I have felt like a child letting go
ofmy parent's hand on the first day of school.
The body ofwork created for my thesis has become a point ofdeparture from
which I can grow. I originally planned to harvest an image that visually expressed the
confinement that standards ofbeauty have on women while at the same time creating
artwork that was comprehensible to everyone. I neverwanted to force the viewer to look
through my eyes. My work became my voice to society, and the message was spoken
softly; perhaps it was unheard.
17 AnnaMariaMaiolino, "OfThee +
Me," Inside the Visible ed. Catherine de Zegher (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1996), 472.
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The title,Multiples ofOneHundred, offered a literal definition for the thesis work
as well as a personal definition ofmy experiences as awoman in our society. The
sculpture consisted ofmultiple parts that were divisible ofone hundred. The mathematical
formula was important to the sculpture enabling it to create a consistent repetitive format.
The formula also created order and unity, characteristics ofModernism.
The title also presented a duel definition. As awoman in society, I often am
viewed as just a part of a largerwhole, not an individual. This confined and limited the
growth of the individual. Women become products that must meet a standard no
individual could attain.
Sculpture is the ultimate expression of self. I never consciously decided to become
an artist. I believe it was a strong passion that evolved fromwithin my soul.
20
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